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. Lakshmi is an unmarried girl who works as a singer in the beauty salon. She loves and hates to keep herself busy with her work. Her life partner is a small businessman named Vikram Rathore. In order to impress him, she meets people and tries to become a socialite. A chance meeting between her and an honest and upright person Rana sahab makes her forget her previous and her current life. She
starts to live her life with Rana Saab and also with Vikram and becomes successful. Vikram and Lakshmi both regret the decision they made, when they saw each other after some years. They both decide to get their lost love back.While the mood of La La Land may have been creating a ripple effect for Oscar voters, Lionsgate’s other holiday release, God’s Not Dead 2, is not doing as well. The
studio’s attempt at making a timely sequel to the 2014 hit comedy earned $6.5 million at the box office over the weekend for a new total of $15.6 million. That’s below the $20 million mark that required to be released wide. God’s Not Dead 2 is playing in 462 locations and will expand next weekend to another 462 sites. About $9 million of the weekend’s take came from Thursday previews and $3.5
million came from the $10 digital discount. While the sequel’s dismal performance is alarming for the studio, Lionsgate isn’t seeing the box office damage yet. The studio recently acquired the hit show Hell On Wheels and is about to release a stand-up special from Jerry Seinfeld. Lionsgate declined comment. The studio did not have the same track record in 2014. That year, the studio’s first sequel,
The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, became a surprise hit and broke records for an opening day. It eventually took home 11 Oscars and grossed $1.49 billion worldwide. The sequel was nearly as successful and went on to earn a sequel and spinoff. The studio also saw a success with its 2011 hit, The Hunger Games, which earned $450 million worldwide. God’s Not Dead 2 was expected to suffer from
being a sequel. The franchise has faced tougher hurdles as the U.S. population has decreased and Christmastime is not as potent a draw for moviegoers. The studio released its first sequel, Saved 82157476af
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